Comparison of systemic radiotherapy with I-131-labeled monoclonal antibody BW575/9 to external beam radiotherapy in human neuroblastoma xenografts.
The therapeutic effectiveness of external beam radiotherapy (XRT) and radioimmunotherapy (RIT) was investigated in a human neuroblastoma (SK-N-SH) xenotransplanted to nude mice. This tumor model seems especially suitable for comparison of the relative biological effectiveness of RIT vs. XRT, as--in contrast to most tumor models--it shows an unusually homogenous uptake of the labeled MAb, thus providing a homogenous intratumoral dose distribution. XRT was performed using single fractions of 800, 1600, 2000 and 2400 cGy and RIT was delivered by intravenous injection of 15, 19 and 26 MBq of the I-131-labeled monoclonal antibody (MAb) BW575/9. Therapeutic efficiency of the two radiation modalities was assessed in terms of tumor volume doubling time (VDT). Miniature thermoluminescent (mini-TLD) dosimetry and MIRD-based dose calculations were used to evaluate the absorbed doses delivered by RIT and to assess the degree of homogeneity of the dose distribution. RIT with 19 MBq of the I-131 BW575/9 delivered a tumor dose of 2820 cGy measured by TLD and resulted in a tumor VDT of 32 days (vs. one day in controls). An equivalent effect on VDT was achieved by a single fraction XRT of 1600 cGy. The relative efficiency of XRT compared with RIT (ratio of dose XRT/dose RIT required to give the same VDT) was 0.57. Application of 26 MBq of the MAb (= 3200 cGy) resulted in complete tumor regression after ten days as did XRT with 2400 cGy, corresponding to a relative efficiency of 0.75.